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ACTION EB-07

INFO  OCT-01  CIAE-00  COME-00  DODE-00  NRC-07  NSAE-00  TRSE-00

EA-09  ERDA-07  ISO-00  MC-02  ACDA-10  /043 W
---------------------     002817
R 240850Z FEB 76
FM AMCONSUL HONG KONG
TO SECSTATE WASHDC 9256
INFO USDOC WASHDC

UNCLAS HONG KONG 2045

EXCON

E.O. 11652:  N/A
TAGS:  ESTC, HK
SUBJECT:  WTDR/FTI - WESCO PRODUCTS CO. LTD.

REF:  STATE 024100

1. HONG KONG  2. CNTRY CODE:  582   3. SERIAL NO.  NA
4. WESCO PRODUCTS CO. LTD.
4A.  4B. CODE:  A   4C. CODE:  X
5. 7/F KOWLOON CENTRE, 29-43 ASHLEY RD., Tsimshatsui
(P.O. BOX K-1060 KOWLOON)
6. KOWLOON, HONG KONG
10. REPUTATION:  (22-X) GOOD
11. SALES AREA:  U.S., CANADA, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA, NORTHERN
    EUROPE, EUROPEAN COMMON MARKET.
12. RPT, DATE:  2/76
13A. 35742/04  MFR. & EXP. OF:
    ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS
13B. 36622/04  TRANSCEIVERS
14. CONTACT:  M.D. WHITTIER  TITLE:  MANAGING DIRECTOR
15. CABLE:  PRODUCTS HONG KONG  16. TELEX:  84165 WESCO
17. PHONE:  3/693251
18. FINANCIAL REFS:  OVERSEAS TRUST BANK, LTD., HONG KONG
19. TRADE REFS:  J.S. & A. NATIONAL SALES GROUP, 4200 DUNDEE ROAD,
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NORTH BROOK, ILL.  60062.
20. FOREIGN FIRMS REPRESENTED: NA
21. A CANADIAN-OWNED CORPORATION OPERATING FROM A COMMERCIAL BUILDING IN Tsimshatsui Business Area is AOF Kowloon. Its subsidiary factory is known as Electronic Resources Ltd., Casey Industrial Bldg., 3/F, 20 Wong Chuk Hang Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong. Firm imports raw materials for use in its factory to manufacture calculators and transceivers for U.S., Canadian, and German markets. Firm was formed in February 1975 under name of Winona Enterprises Ltd. Present organization was adopted on April 11, 1975 with an authorized and paid-up capital of HK$100,000. Directors and shareholders are M.M. Weshler (80%) and M.D. Whittier (20%), who are experienced in electronic field. Local banking source reports firm has good financial strength and its obligations are all met satisfactorily. Firm is considered good for normal business engagements.

22. PREPARED BY: CHEUNG PO-KING  APPROVED BY: LANDON C. CARTER  AT: U.S. CONSULATE GENERAL, HONG KONG.
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